THE PURPLE AISLE

PITCH BOOK
www.thepurpleaisle.org | info@thepurpleaisle.org

VISION

An unconventional space where
engaged citizens, despite their party,
can address the issues they care
about most while embracing the
transformational experience called
“collaboration”.

MISSION

The mission of The Purple Aisle is to
improve outcomes for communities
by training civic leaders how to
innovate as they navigate hyperpartisanship and our nation’s most
intractable problems.
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Founded in 2017 The Purple Aisle is a
nonpartisan, nonprofit civic leadership
accelerator, headquartered in Los Angeles,
CA that produces, manages and facilitates
popup action labs for civic leaders,
organizations, and governments. Our labs
create a platform for open innovation
where civic innovators, design thinkers,
policymakers, philanthropists, business

We help communities overcome
hyperpartisanship by providing civic leaders
the training and tools they need for rapid
problem solving and civic innovation. Our
labs are a connection point for civic leaders
and early adopters and provide a pipeline of
civic leaders and a vault of civic innovation
models for policies, community programs
and technology.
The Purple Aisle is currently offered 501(c)
(3) benefits through its fiscal sponsor the
Community Partners of Los Angeles.

leaders, and community activists from all
parties collaborate to address issues faced
by their community.

LEARN MORE AT
thepurpleaisle.org

L ABS & SE RVICES
Programs & Services Labs
Our labs are a problem solving platform where engaged
citizens, regardless of their political ideology, can come to
receive training and practice addressing some of society’s
most intractable problems through open innovation...
Civic leaders work on multi-partisan
teams that develop solutions they pitch
to early adopters. Each team receives
training, mentorship and research to
help them address a specific challenge
over a series of open innovation design
sprints.
After the lab, The Purple Aisle works
directly with early adopters to develop
a 90-day action plan for the solutions

they want to adopt. We assign a liaison
that connects early adopters with lab
teams and idea originators who work
cooperatively to synthesize a final
solution. All lab solutions, teams and
early adopters are then featured in a
pitchbook that is shared publicly and
disseminated nationally to policymakers,
nonprofits and corporate citizens.
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We currently offer day and weekend labs:

DAY LABS

WEEKEND LABS

Key Features:

Key Features:

→→ 6-hour lab

→→ 36-hour lab

→→ Trained Facilitators

→→ Trained Facilitators

→→ 2-part online training webinar series

→→ Live training workshop

→→ Toolkit with research, tips and templates for rapid problem solving

→→ Subject matter expert panel or keynote

→→ Peer-driven adoption

→→ Toolkit with research, tips and templates for rapid problem solving

→→ Customized pitchbook (optional)

→→ Pitch competition with early adopter judges’ panel

→→ Research Services (issue brief included for private labs)

→→ Customized pitchbook (optional)

→→ Outreach Services (included in private labs)

→→ Welcome + Closing Receptions (optional)
→→ Research Services (included in private labs)
→→ Outreach Services (included in private labs)
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L ABS & SE RVICES
POPUP IDEA MARKETS

ONLINE IDEA MARKETS

A 3-hour popup innovation market with 3 rounds of design
sprinting. Civic leaders ideate with elected officials on ways to
address a specific problem. The can design policy, community
programming or technology (hybrids allowed). At the end
of each round everyone in the lab is given 5 minutes to post
their solutions on the idea exchange. After which they have
15 minutes to review and vote on what they think are the best
solutions to the problem. Solutions at the top quarter of the
exchange at the final round will be shared with early adopters.

We also offer online idea markets where clients can mobilize
their communities crowdsource solutions in 1-month, 3-month,
6-month or 12-month campaigns.

Features include:
→→ 3-hour lab
→→ Mixer-style, single-day event with refreshments
→→ Trained facilitators
→→ Timed idea exchanges

Features include:
→→ Online platform for presenting innovation challenges
→→ Identify problems and solutions that target
specific communities
→→ Improve ideas over 3 time-sensitive rounds
→→ Share solutions on social media to get votes
→→ Top solutions advance to next round
→→ Early adopters get notifications for ideas that
meet their criteria
→→ Online toolkit with research, tips and templates for rapid
problem solving

→→ Toolkit with research, tips and templates for
rapid problem solving
→→ In-person engagement with early adopters
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RESEARCH
Our strategists conduct research to develop each lab’s
challenge statement. We work directly with subject
matter experts, practitioners and the top think tanks
in world from both sides of the aisle to provide our lab
participants with the information they need to understand
the challenge. We collect data and insights to create
multi-partisan research products for the greatest issues
facing our society.
WE PRODUCE

→→ Briefs (Idea Markets & Day Labs)
→→ Dossiers (Weekend Labs)
→→ Subject Matter Expert Panels (Weekend Labs)
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TRAI N I NG WORKSHOPS & WE B I NARS
Our seasoned innovation practitioners conduct webinars and
live workshops to ensure our lab participants are equipped
with the training and tools they need to successfully
complete our design sprints. Our courses are designed to
meet civic leaders at the intersection of innovation and
civic leadership.
COURSE TOPICS (60 – 90 MINUTES):
→→ Applied Design Thinking
→→ Rapid Problem Solving
→→ Issue-Based Problem Solving
→→ Civic Innovation
→→ Principles of Civic Leadership
→→ Navigating Hyperpartisanship
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OUTREACH
TWITTER CHATS

PODCASTS

Purple Aisle hosts online twitter chats
to advance discussion on critical topics
and engage with national communities
through social media. Prior to our labs,
stakeholders participate in twitter chats
featuring special speakers, subject
matter experts and staff. These chats
would pique interest about topics, the
upcoming lab and help us development
more targeting programming.

Purple Aisle would partner on a podcast
series that captures the perspective
of emerging civic leaders and their
opinions on civic leadership and the
political landscape in America. Each day,
at large convenings, The Purple Aisle
would produce a podcast feature civic
leaders on different but relevant topics.
The podcast offers both organizations
socializable content that creates a
platform that brings awareness and
insights on national issues.
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2018 ISSUES
LOS ANGELES, CA
CHALLENGE

How might we better manage immigration to meet the needs of the U.S.
economy and employers over the next 20 years without harming native-born
workers or endangering national security?

IMMIGRATION
LOS ANGELES, CA

Immigration has always played a central role in
the American story. Immigration to the United
States reflects the enduring power of the U.S. as
a land of opportunity. Immigrants come to this
country with the hope of a better life. They build
families, start businesses, and enter the global
workforce for American companies. Immigration
drives innovation and entrepreneurship: 55% of
the country’s billion dollar companies have at
least one immigrant co-founder. Research shows
that as a group, immigrants do not increase crime
nor deprive native-born workers of employment
opportunities. Instead, immigration to the United
States both drives economic growth and evinces
the promise of American prosperity.
Nevertheless, moving people has consequences.
More people in a community doesn’t always

equal greater prosperity. Significant influxes of
low-income immigrants may strain local and state
budgets. In 2016, immigrants made up 13.8%
of the U.S. population and 1 million immigrants
come to the United States every year, a higher
total number than any other country in the world.
A lack of comprehensive policies to support
legal immigration does a disservice both to
immigrants and native-born communities. Gaps in
crime statistics and sentencing mean that crime
committed by immigrants may fly under the radar.
The availability of undocumented labor forces
can expose immigrants to exploitation and may
affect wages in certain sectors. Understanding the
impact that immigrants can have on communities,
immigration must be carefully regulated and
managed.
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SOLUTION :

COMPETITIVE WORKFORCE ACT
The key to our nation’s economic prosperity
and business competitiveness lies in our ability
to leverage our most valuable asset - the next
generation of human capital. We propose the
Competitive Workforce Act that allows companies
to remain competitive today, and incentivizes
them to invest in local, homegrown talent to meet
the market needs of tomorrow. The Act would
increase the H1B cap from 85K to a number the
market demands, based on the analysis of BLS,
BEA, the Fed, or an equivalent. It would prohibit

H1B workers from displacing native-born workers
and increase H1B fees per application by the
amount needed to fund the following programs: 1)
Training for native workers to acquire the middle/
high skill jobs in high demand industries. 2) STEM
education. 3) A legal pathway for undocumented
immigrants who meet qualifications (existing skills,
current training for those high demand skills, or
in a STEM program at an accredited institute of
higher education) and with no felony records.

Prepared by: Pisascha Wichianchan and Darryn Harris

WEEKEND LAB

Policy

WINNER
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SOLUTION :

GLOBAL WORKFORCE EXCHANGE (GWx)
GWx provides a private sector model for impacting
immigration. GWx looks like a combination of
Indeed.com, E-Verify, and Angie’s List. GWx is
an online platform for the global workforce.
Applicants and recruiters can create profiles,
users can find job/school matches with links
to applications, and an algorithm identifies a
candidates’ visa qualifications and security risk.
A visa counter/clock illustrates how many visas
are available in real time. GWx connects users to
directions for in-country immigration, student
exchanges, and border security agencies.

Upgrades users can find matches for legal services,
test prep, housing, health + wellness programs,
and language services. Future iterations could
integrate with HR and University dashboards. GWx
is relevant for anyone applying for nonimmigrant
visas, studying or working abroad in a range
of industries (Fortune 500, Business Co-ops,
Medical Professionals, Construction, Agriculture,
Energy, Security, etc.). Multinational corporations,
colleges/universities, ad-buyers, and immigration
service providers would all benefit from GWx.

Prepared by: Orie Ward and Walter Whitehead

WEEKEND LAB

Technology

Business
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SOLUTION :

THE SLIDE ACT: STATE-LED IMMIGRATION DISTRIBUTION AND
EXPEDITION ACT
The SLIDE Act draws from Canada’s Express
Entry system to optimize the beneficial impact
of immigration without requiring a complete
overhaul of the existing immigration framework.
Prospective immigrants fill out a capabilities
assessment and get ranked depending on how
their answers are weighed. State governments
provide the criteria for weighing answers based
on their economic priorities, ranging from
low-skilled agriculture work to high-skilled tech
sector work. States then submit lists of highly

ranked candidates to USCIS to sponsor expedited
processing, irrespective of which visa applicants
are pursuing. Approved candidates must work
in the sponsoring state for a period of time
(ex. 1 year), to help states reap the benefits of
sponsorship. This creates a database of skilled
workers that employers can use to source talent
with the confidence that highly ranked individuals
will be able to start work sooner. Employer
subscription fees will generate funds for native
workforce development.

Prepared by: Ross Hegtvedt

WEEKEND LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION :

THE FEDERAL IMMIGRATION RESERVE COMMISSION
The Federal Immigration Reserve Commission
(FIRC) would take the partisanship out of the
equation, much like the Federal Reserve now.
The FIRC would ensure American economic
competitiveness by: 1) Adjusting the flow of
foreign workers in real time to address market
demand for skills. 2) Ensuring American businesses
have access to the best talent in the world. And
3) Investing in the development of the American
workforce in order to prepare them for emerging
industries. The FIRC would set visa allocation

caps depending on market demand, emerging
industries, and the domestic skills gap. Companies
could surpass visa caps by paying foreign labor
premiums. Workforce impact bonds can then
fund domestic workforce training to close the
skills gap in those industries that require foreign
labor premiums. These activities combine the
best practices of the Federal Reserve monetary
policy, carbon emissions cap & trade, social impact
investing, and workforce development.

Prepared by: Brian Lamar Alexander and Terrance Woodbury

WEEKEND LAB

Policy
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SPONSORS , J U DG ES & PARTN E RS
LOS ANGELES, CA

SPONSORS
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JUDGES

Heather Hutt, State Director, Office of US Senator Kamala Harris
Jasson Crockett, Manger Economic Policy, Office of Mayor Garcetti
Dr. Cora Neuman, Director, PNOC Foundation
Zack Mohammed, Black Americans for Just Immigration
Nicole J. Jones, President, African American Community College Trustees (LA)

MENTORS

PARTNERS

Dzuy Lin, Innovation Director, RED Digital Creative Agency
Amit Thakkar, CEO, LawMaker

LawMaker

West LA Young Republicans

Bipartisan Policy Center

Black LA Young Democrats

Center for Immigration Studies

Black Women’s Democratic Club

Empowerment Congress

Korean American Democratic Committee

Jewish Federation of LA
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n, DC CHALLENGES

2018 ISSUES
SEATTLE, WA
The Future of Economic Justice
The Future of Education

The Future of Sustainability
The Future of Social Justice

NATIONAL PARTN E R
SEATTLE, WA

YOUNG ELECTED OFFICIALS NETWORK
The YEO Network, a nonpartisan program of People
For the American Way Foundation, is the first and only
national initiative to provide a network of support to
the newest generation of progressive leaders at every level of elected
office. The Network was founded in 2005 with the mission to unite and
support elected leaders ages 35 and under who share a passion for building
communities that reflect values of freedom, fairness, and opportunity for
all. Since then, the Network has grown to include more than 1,000 elected
officials across the country in offices ranging from local school boards to the
United States Congress.
Visit The YEO Network: www.yeonetwork.org
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C

TH E FUTU RE OF ECONOM IC J USTICE
SEATTLE, WA
CHALLENGE

How might we improve community infrastructure to
reduce food and water insecurity for the most vulnerable
communities in the next 5 years?

Growing income inequalities that deepen wealth
disparity in our country’s is one of our time’s
most pressing issues. 1% of American households
own 40% of the country’s wealth. Debates on
affordable housing, gentrification, wage and
employment discrimination, and who has access
to capital occur in a context of globalization,
populism, and tax breaks.

At the same time, regulations and red tape can
prohibit all but the most resourced organizations
from competing freely. For many Americans
achieving economic justice doesn’t just require
government intervention to address market
externalities and redistribute wealth, it also
requires guarantees of economic freedom.
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DC

TH E FUTU RE OF E DUCATION
SEATTLE, WA
CHALLENGE

How might we improve our education systems to
guarantee access to high demand skills-training for 100%
of community members by 2030?

In 2014, the United States spent $12,300 per K-12
student, the fourth most out of all the countries
in the Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development, yet stands squarely in the
middle of the pack on science, math, and reading
scores. There are not only socio-economic factors
affecting outcomes, there are also quality concerns
as major cultural shifts have created new demands
for our education systems. Access to early

childhood education is debated alongside access
to and value of a collegiate education. In a rapidly
changing economy, schools are challenged with
meeting significant skills gaps and preparing for
the impact of technology on the workforce. Even
though schools are taking on more responsibilities,
budgets continue to shrink and teachers frequently
go on strike.
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DC

TH E FUTU RE OF SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y
SEATTLE, WA
CHALLENGE

How might we better drive investment in our
communities that creates jobs and increases wage growth
by 50% without accelerating resident displacement over
the next 10 years?

Governments across America, at every level, face
huge sustainability challenges. Climate change and
environmental sustainability pose obvious risks,
but food insecurity and a lack of clean water affect
communities all over the United States, both rural
and urban. These issues are massively exacerbated

by economic downturns and citizens from lowincome families suffer the most. Addressing the
future of sustainability will mean understanding
our symbiotic relationship with our planet while
discovering ways to sustainably meet humanity’s
needs for its resources.
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C

TH E FUTU RE OF SOCIAL J USTICE
SEATTLE, WA
CHALLENGE

How might we increase trust between vulnerable
communities and government authorities while reducing
incidents of law enforcement abuse by 90% within the
next 10 years?

The fight for social justice manifests throughout
American contemporary life, continuing a
rich tradition of grassroots organizing and
nonviolent resistance. Battles over racism, sexism,
queerphobia, law enforcement, reproduction,
voting, education, and free speech are but a few
of the many social justice issues that galvanize

Americans of all political stripes. What are the
roles of individuals, companies, community
organizations, and government in advancing
contested convictions of social justice? How do
we advance social justice in a sometimes bitterly
divided society?
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION

ADDRESSING THE GAP (GROWTH ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM):
RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND THE PATHWAY TO SKILLED
EMPLOYMENT FOR EX-OFFENDERS
A state policy where inmates will be able to
reintegrate back into the community by gaining
employable skills through a personalized career
and education pathway and post-release
employment program for every inmate. Within the
corrections system, inmates undergo a required
educational assessment, followed by enrollment

in a personalized education plan administered
through partnerships with local educational
organizations. Career centers in every prison
then help place exiting individuals with new jobs.
Employers who hire at least 6% of skilled exoffenders receive preferential contracting benefits
with the state and are eligible for tax benefits.

Prepared by: The Lady and the Gents

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION
GUARANTEED ACCESS PATHWAYS (GAP)
An integrated, comprehensive approach to
dismantling obstacles to students and ensuring
access to specialists to help families navigate
different services and career pathways. This is
accomplished through (1) fully funding pre-K
through college public education and other social
services to make education free for all, (2) passing

legislation dictating cooperative agreements
between government leaders and NGOs to
commit to sharing resources and establishing
streamlined interagency processes and service
delivery, and (3) establishing a civil service
program of “family navigators” to help students
and families reach their full potential.

Prepared by: The GAP Fillers

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION

OPERATION PREPARATION: CAREER PATHWAYS IN HIGHSCHOOL
(1) The establishment of a Career Pathways
Commission that brings businesses and state/
local officials together to assess industry needs
and gaps in curriculum. (2) Develop a robust
career pathway programs for high school students
that provides exposure to careers and training,
with a focus on local industries that must be
implemented in schools by 2020. (3) Mandate

that all school districts must offer a variety of basic
technical certifications relevant to high demand
careers, and that every student graduates with at
least 1 skill certification and that all high schools
provide students with course credit for internship
hours. And (4) establish legal protections for
those with disabilities to ensure every student can
participate in this initiative.

Prepared by: Anonymous

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION

ACCESS TO SUCCESS 2030: BUILDING THE FUTURE
Bring together businesses, education partners,
and community partners to ensure that low
income families have the skills training necessary
to participate in quality, high wage jobs and
achieve upward mobility. Features include business
incentives that prevent employers from receiving

subsidies unless 100% of Access to Success 2030
participants are offered full-time employment, a
mandate for schools to include high-skills training
and trade/community-based apprenticeships, and
the elimination of obstacles to employment for
formerly incarcerated individuals

Prepared by: Anonymous

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION

PROJECT ACCESS: EXPOSURE, HANDS-ON-LEARNING, AND
CONSISTENT ENGAGEMENT
We will create policies that connect industries with
student outcomes to provide transferable skills for
high demand industries and occupations by 2030.
The creation of this policy can help young people
find alternative pathways to jobs, job stability
and job advancement. There are six elements to
this plan: (1) WorkForce Investment will create
a needs assessment which will come from the
business skill set. (2) Build out certifications

and high skill training demand modules. (3)
Biannual job fairs will be hosted by the school
district featuring industries who participated in
the workforce investment. (4) Students will be
required to complete 100 hours of career training
and learning. (5) Intentional industry exposure that
is age specific, like field trips. (6) Tax and grant
incentives for businesses to recruit and retain local
labor force and testimonials for sustainability.

Prepared by: We The People

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : E DUCATION

YEO COMMUNITY LEARNING CENTERS: “CREATING VARIOUS ACCESS
POINTS TO EDUCATION IN ONE CENTRALIZED LOCATION TO MOVE
COMMUNITIES ALONG THE ECONOMIC SPECTRUM”
Community Learning Hubs will provide
adequate access to opportunities that will move
communities. We will: (1) establish a “Community
School” State line item to fund innovative
strategies that municipalities/counties need to
address their unique needs; (2) expand traditional
stakeholder groups including policy makers,
lawmakers, workforce development, chambers

of commerce, service agencies, non-profits, state
and local agencies, realtors, etc; (3) diversify
funding vehicles by closing tax loopholes, legalizing
recreational marijuana, unclaimed casino winnings,
and additional tax credit packages; and (4)
implement evidence based best practices such as
the Read by 4th Campaign, Parent University, and
PhillyFutureTrack.

Prepared by: The Circle of Hope

DAY LAB
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y

THE NEARLY EXPIRED: HEALTHY FOOD FOR SEASONED ADULTS
A mobile grocery store co-op run by students
(middle school, high school, and community
college) that delivers locally grown and rescued

produce to elderly, homebound, and other
community customers in partnership with local
farmers.

Prepared by: The Punners

DAY LAB

Community Program
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y
H2OVERHAUL: A FRESH START FOR WATER
An oversight board of community members to
create solution strategies, monitor progress,
and hold government accountable. The board
would: hold listening sessions to hear from the
community and experts to develop comprehensive
understanding of the issues; put on and promote
educational events for the community to raise

awareness and generate buy-in; engage a public
panel of stakeholders, including private businesses,
non-profit experts, public officials, and community
members; complete an internal office audit for
workflow and EPA compliance; implement a
progressive water tax to raise a municipal bond to
pay for water remediation.

Prepared by: Team One

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y

CARMEN’S CLOSET: A COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM TO ADDRESS
TRANS YOUTH HOMELESSNESS AND FOOD INSECURITY
Carmen’s Closet is a community program that
builds the capacity of schools and other public
institutions to protect, uplift, and empower
trans youth of color who are homeless or at risk
of homelessness by targeting intervention at a
critical time in youths’ lives. Funded in part by the
city and embedded within schools, libraries, and
other public institutions, Carmen’s Closet offers a
suite of services such as family restoration, school
counselor and librarian trainings, a fresh food and

water reserve, school gardens and agriculture
education programs, gender affirming clothing and
hygiene products (located within discrete school
and public library closets), connections to transinclusive job opportunities, and legal advocacy
partners. Trans youth of color are critically underresourced and overlooked, and services offered by
Carmen’s Closet give trans youth of color the best
chance at living happy and healthy lives.

Prepared by: Team Carmen

DAY LAB

Community Program
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y

FEEDING THE FUTURE ACT: COMPREHENSIVE HEALTHY EATING AND
LIVING EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
A policy that creates year round school with
a focus on healthy living and eating in the
Summer. Creating a public/private partnership
with West Virginia University medical school to
provide help with implementing through student
participation. UWV students teach, while eligible
families participating in the program learn how

to prepare healthy meals using locally grown and
seasonal produce. Transportation is provided and
certifications are offered to program graduates.
Finally, a small-business fund provides access to
capital for graduates interested in starting their
own employment with the skills they’ve learned.

Prepared by: Monongalhia County Commission

DAY LAB

Policy

Community Program
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT: TRANSFORMING
AMERICA’S COMMUNITIES ONE NEIGHBORHOOD AT A TIME
A Neighborhood Improvement District (NID),
blending private/public investment to upgrade
infrastructure, drive redevelopment, and increase
access to healthy food and clean water. The NID
will involve neighborhood stakeholders through
participatory budgeting and equitable partnerships
with non-governmental and non-profit

organizations. Land use codes will be updated to
encourage mix-used, transit oriented development
with an emphasis on access to healthy food.
Private money will be raised through social impact
investing along with tax increment funding for
sustainability. New infrastructure will be lead-free
and environmentally friendly.

Prepared by: Team Change Makers

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : SUSTAI NAB I LIT Y
FEEDING OUR KIDS: WE ARE FOK
A public-private partnership focused on increasing
long-term health and educational outcomes
through healthy foods. The public sector provides
the brick and mortar/structure of the program
along with funding via taxes on marijuana, alcohol,

plastic bags, etc. for things like community
gardens. Tax incentives will engage the private
sector and encourage businesses and private
citizens to give.

Prepared by: Tom Brady’s Better Angels

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : ECONOM IC J USTICE

EQUITABLE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE: “ECONOMIC
EQUITY FOR EVERYONE”
A city policy package to ensure incoming economic
development equitably impacts all members
of our community. This package includes: (1)
incrementally raising the city’s minimum wage
by $1/hour every year for the next 10 years to
$20/hour in 2028; (2) a Community Benefits
Agreement to ensure 40% of direct hires live in

the city; (3) Freeze on the taxable property value
in areas around incoming economic development;
(4) protections for renters in areas around
incoming economic development; (5) procurement
policies tailored toward minority-owned, womenowned, and small businesses.

Prepared by: Equity Ensemble

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : ECONOM IC J USTICE

PROJECT ACCESS: BECAUSE REPARATIONS WOULDN’T PASS
Project Access is a comprehensive package of
policies funded through tax increment financing
in new luxury developments in the effected
neighborhood(s). It gives long-time residents
access to: (1) first time homeownership programs;
(2) apprenticeship programs linked to industry
demands that draws upon Department of Labor

federal funds; (3) property tax caps for long-time
residents. Finally, residents in the effected areas
will decide the limits of the tax cap threshold,
allocations to the apprenticeship program , and
who will qualify for the first time homeownership
program through participatory budgeting best
practices.

Prepared by: Team Wakanda 4eva

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : ECONOM IC J USTICE

reNEWable DEAL: BUILDING SUSTAINABLE RESILIENCY & AUTONOMY
A framework for a sustainable economy consisting
of: (1) a publicly-owned microgrid that generates
jobs and sustainable energy and is funded by
personal citizen investment in addition to public
bonds and grants. Excess energy can then be
sold back to the grid in order to fund other
reNEWable DEAL programs. (2) reNEWable DEAL
programs include union apprenticeship programs,

community infrastructure, and other local
initiatives determined by participatory budgeting.
(3) A public insurance pool for the local workforce
that lowers the barriers of entry for small
businesses coupled with a benefits agreement
that stipulates mandatory wage increases and local
workforce hiring requirements.

Prepared by: The Nuclear Fallout

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : ECONOM IC J USTICE
WHAT ABOUT LISA?

(1) Tax Incrementing Financing District (TIF)
and a bond against that TIF. (2) A Community
Board that represents those directly effected to
make a decision by requiring 55% of the board to
come from disadvantaged social and economic
backgrounds. (3) Local workforce development

board, in conjunction with federal workforce funds.
These organs would facilitate the creation of
an Affordable Housing Fund and an Inclusionary
Zoning Policy for rehabilitation and new
constructions.

Prepared by: Not Evicted

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : ECONOM IC J USTICE
IMAGINE TOWN OF WELCH’S

An integrated framework to capture the increased
money in community investment by: participatory
budgeting and inclusive collaboration to create
community engagement with businesses to decide
how the money is spent, ex. affordable/workforce
housing and community revitalization, PLA (Place

Labor Agreement), targeted hiring. Employers
could receive penalties for failure to adhere to
these agreements. For residents, a property
tax freeze for long-term residents balanced by
new residents paying taxes would help prevent
displacement.

Prepared by: Team Solo

DAY LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION : SOCIAL J USTICE
SCALE UP: PIPELINE TO SUCCESS
A policy that re-directs Student Resource Officer
funding to scale the “Ok Program” from six school
districts to 600 school districts by 2030. A
collaborative model to bring school districts, faithbased communities, and local law enforcement

to reach AA boys. FTE Police Officer serves as a
Community Mobilizer for the school and engages
in the following ways: suspension diversion, home
visits, Saturday life skills sessions, and relationship
building.

Prepared by: Anonymous

DAY LAB

Policy
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gton, DC

2018 ISSUES

WASHINGTON, D.C.

CHALLENGE

To save our democracy, how might we combat voter disenfranchisement and
increase voter participation while ensuring fair, free, and verified elections?

VOTE R ACCESS & E LECTIONS POLICY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

American elections are the bedrock of our
government and the foundation of our democracy.
The peaceful transition of power is the hallmark of
the American experiment’s success. Nevertheless,
voting rights and elections management remains
a hotly contested area in American political life.
Partisans accuse each other of rigging electoral
rules to manipulate vote outcomes, whether it
be through gerrymandering, immigration, roll
cleaning, poll locations, voting machines, wait
times, early voting, etc.

Conflicts over these aspects of our electoral
process reflect a serious lack of confidence.
Nearly 40% of U.S. voters think elections are not
fair. Under such circumstances, voter participation
declines. As voter participation declines, or people
are prevented from exercising their right to vote,
so too does the legitimacy of elected officials who
consequently come into question. The legitimacy
of a government of, by, and for the people relies on
upholding and strengthening the integrity of our
elections.
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
DEMOCRACY FOR ALL
Policy

1. Voting should be at least 48 hrs.
2. Automatic Voter registration at 18.
3. Automatic absentee ballots for registered voters.
4. Restoring felons' rights
Prepared by: Phil Wallace and Emile and Lindsay and Joke

ENGAGE VOTE APP
Technology

“To create an app that expands access to voters across barriers in terms of distance, instability
of polling places, obstructive voting laws. Test liberal state markets that would drive national
acceptance. Constituents enter the last 4 digits of their social security number, date of birth, with
encryption and rigorous beta testing.”
Prepared by: Dr. Uraina N. Pack

AMPLIFY VOTES

“Sometimes it's not that people aren't informed, it's that they don't feel that they have a voice

Community Program

that matters. My idea is a community program that is fueled by young, passionate individuals who
are willing to share this energy with communities. I want these individual to work with experts to
create a voter guide (non-partisan) and knock on doors and deliver them to families. My idea is
both a publications and a grassroots effort.”
Prepared by: Jovahana Avila and Carly Pena
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
CITIES THAT VOTE
Community Program

“Develop a public awareness campaign that incentivizes cities to break down barriers to voting.
A city-wide strategy would be more effective than state or federal strategies and would create
more buy-in. When a city takes a positive step to break down barriers to voting they become part
of a group of cities that encourage voter participation. Cities must do things like allow businesses
to give people 2 hrs to vote.”
Prepared by: Jermaine House

HYPER LOCAL GUERRILLA
VOTE TEAM
Community Program

“Experienced team of guerrilla marketers selects high-impact, nonpartisan local ballot initiatives
(ex. transportation, sales tax, gambling referendum, etc.). Intense information campaign ensues,
bringing attention to how the issue affects everybody locally. Folk who aren't usually motivated to
vote for reasons as varied as lack of knowledge about candidates, lack of passion for candidates,
or who feel like their vote doesn't matter are persuaded to SHOW UP because they know their
vote will potentially swing their precinct on an issue that will immediately impact them. And then
they'll be well on their way to being voters for life!”
Prepared by: Ross Hegtvedt

LPR Voting Rights
Policy

“Enact policy that expands the voting rights of legal permanent residents by allowing them to
vote in federal elections. This policy serves to increase turnouts among immigrants who bring
great ideas and perspectives to our country. Also extending voting rights to voters in Puerto Rico
and other U.S. Territories.”
Prepared by: Jose Romero
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
VOTER REGISTRATION
REFORM ACT AND THE
UNIVERSAL POLLING
STATION

“Automatic Voter Registration at 18 years old, plus the creation of a Universal Polling Station so
you can cast a vote no matter where you live, regardless of registration address.”
Prepared by: Roshni and Terrance

Policy
DAY OFF
Policy

"Voting day should be taken more seriously and so all employees should have the day off, except
in grocery stores, pharmacies, etc. But things such as shopping malls should be closed and/or
employees could have the day off if they can prove they voted."
Prepared by: Andrea Calderon

INFORMATIVE IDEA
Community Program

"Create an organization in which their mission would be to facilitate the importance of voting and
non-partisan information in a young age for the future profits to democracy"
Prepared by: Eduardo J Garcia

CIVIC ED
Policy

"Have federally mandated civics education course for high school students as a graduation
requirement. - Course could also be made mandatory for those going through the re-entry
process"
Prepared by: Tiffany Harrison
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
CHANGE THE WORLD
Community Program

"Invest more funding into high school seniors and teach them the importance of voting and
how to register to vote. Instill the need to vote and change the culture. Partner with Twitter and
Instagram to challenge young voters."
Prepared by: Alexander Molina

NOTE ONE, BUT ALL
Community Program

"- According to a publication by UnidosUS, there are approximately 11 million Latinos who are
citizens, can vote, but are not registered. Many being 30 years and younger. - Target all radio,
local news stations and newspapers in Spanish and explain why vote"
Prepared by: Sharline Rojo Reyes

EXPAND EARLY VOTING

"Expand early voting in every election to 21 days before the election."

Policy

Prepared by: Albert Sanders

RANKED-CHOICE VOTING

"Institute national ranked-choice ballots in order to open up the political system to 3rd party
candidates and eliminate extremism. This will encourage a large percentage of young voters to
participate when they feel they have a candidate who speaks for them."

Policy

Prepared by: Roshni N
BIOMETRIC SECURED
VOTING APP

"An app that aggregates all candidates you are eligible to vote for, their platforms, websites, and
bios, and allow you to securely cast your vote for each."

Technology

Prepared by: Terrance Woodbury
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
CONNECT THE VOTE
Technology

"An app that gives you a list of policy areas/issues, connects you w/ representatives that have
voted for your policies OR a centralized place to attend rep. events, forums, debates, and meet &
greets"
Prepared by: Katherine Cabral

VOTERS WITH DISABILITIES
ACCESS

"An application that serves to increase the accessibility to voting avenues for people with physical
or other disabilities that impede their access to otherwise go to a voting center."

Technology

Prepared by: Anonymous

OPERATION OPEN DOORS

"Fully implement the motor voter law!"

Policy

Prepared by: Jason Green

VOTE FOR PAY

"A federal tax credit incentive. If voters received a tax credit they will turn out for the financial

Policy

incentive regardless of party affiliation."
Prepared by: Keith J.

OPERATION EXPAND VOTE
BY MAIL

"Ensure all counties participate in vote by mail by talking and encouraging our lawmakers and
county clerks. Also, mail voter registration forms and resources to everyone."

Policy

Prepared by: Nadya Barba
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
K-12 MULTICULTURAL
CURRICULUM TRAINING
MODULES
Policy, Community Program,
Technology
TALENTED TENTH
Civic Tech App,
Community Project
MAKE IT EASIER/FUN TO
VOTE
Civic Tech App

Make a multicultural curriculum training platform that engages voters because it can demonstrate
the value of voting by having a civics focus.
Prepared by: Dr. Uraina N. Pack

Make a multicultural curriculum training platform that engages voters because it can demonstrate
the value of voting by having a civics focus.
Prepared by: David Clunie
1. Vote online
2. Provide food and fun food
3. A mutually beneficial exchange - Transportation cost = UBER + LYFT
Prepared by: Sherman Pittman

OPERATION BOOTH
BREAKER
Civic Tech App

Between the arguments of the left and right, voter atrophy surges through the stratosphere. We
need to establish an app that determines what candidate fits political areas, an online map of the
nearest voter registration facilities, and access to organizations offering transportation, childcare
services, and voter participation maps.
Prepared by: Salvador
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
REACHING THE PEOPLE
Community Project

No people without college degrees how to reach them in corner stores, beauty salons, barber
shops, and liquor stores.
Prepared by: Tammy M.

INCREASE THE VOTE
Community Project

The solution to this issue is 2 pronged: First is educating the voter population. Get people
informed about not only the candidates but the process of voting as well. Secondly, be visible in
the communities who are not consistent voters. Empower those depressed to participate in all
elections.
Prepared by: P. Reynolds

UNTITLED
Policy

Automatically enroll everyone that is eligible in the state to vote. Inform them via mail. Remind
them 1 week prior about locations to vote. Make it a federal holiday with voting locations open
6AM - 11PM on the day of voting.
Prepared by: Brenda A

GRADUATE CIVICS
Policy

Federally fund public school system to teach civics and create voter registration program to
ensure all seniors at public high schools are registered to vote at 18 while still in school
Prepared by: Jordan D. Lindsay
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
YOUTH IN REVOLT
Community Project

Youth empowerment PAC for ages 11-17. Maximum donation of $100/person for issues they care
about.
Prepared by: John Conyers, III

VOTER APP
Civic Tech App

Develop a voter app to educate and increase the knowledge of the voting process and benefits it
will have on the community
Prepared by: I-Dayah H.

UNTITLED
Civic Tech App

App that connects voters to rep/candidate based on similar stances on policy issues and that
allows users to request rides to polling stations.
Prepared by: Katherine Cabral

BIO-VOTE APPLICATION
Civic Tech App

An app that utilizes biometrics (finger print, eye scan, facial recognition, etc.) which allows users
to register and vote via the app. Most importantly, the app will allow push notifications based no
regions. This feature can provide important dates, deadlines, etc.
Prepared by: David Wilson

INTRO IN CIVICS
Community Project

Federally funded programs to educate and inform high school seniors in public school systems
across the country. Through education and direct access to efficient voter registration and
readiness programs at their schools.
Prepared by: Jordan Lindsay
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
SPREAD THE VOICE
Community Project

Have organizations partner w/ school districts to send letters to parents and encourage them to
vote if they are eligible. Table during school festivals and parent-teacher conferences. Have the
same forum that everyone can follow to archive the same goal.”
Prepared by: Leticia Herrera

UNTITLED
Community Project

Run campaign directed at high school students about voting. Call it "Dope." Have teen stars come
out to high schools and have concerts around voting. Make it cool.
Prepared by: Loren C

WITH NEW POLICIES,
COMMUNITIES WILL RISE
Policy

Apps for voter registration already exist. What we need is a comprehensive reform of policies
that are inherently racist and explicitly removing the voting rights of individuals of colors. Once
"felons", or as I call them, people with felonies, have the right to vote, we can bring faith back to
the communities, which will put in the work to believe in a system that believes in them. These
policies, as well as policies affecting voter registration and access, continue to disenfranchise
communities. Communities need to feel supported by their laws in order to see the value. The
votes and voices of people of color are silenced by institutional racism.
Prepared by: Daniela Cubillo

UNTITLED

Abolish the electoral college system + federal holiday + 6am-11PM vote day + automatic
enrollment

Policy

Prepared by: Brenda A
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I D EAS MARKET SOLUTIONS
INCREASING ACCESSIBILITY
AND SECURITY
Policy

Implement mail-in ballot systems in order to increase the accessibility to voting mechanisms
while also ensuring the integrity and security of the voting infrastructure. A the same time,
policies that serve to marginalize disaffected communities (e.g. convicted felons) will be forgone
in order to stop discrimination.
Prepared by: Jose Romero
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SPONSORS & DONORS

Brilliant Corners
Mode
Univercity Staffing
Albert Sanders
Michael Curry
Thomie Venisee
Amber Benson
Cornell Lynch
Alix DeJean

PARTNERS

US Congresswoman Karen Bass, Honorary Co-Chair
Congressional Hispanic Caucus Institute
Skillsmart
SquareUp
Young Elected Officials Network
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CHALLENGE

How might we develop Columbus’ alternative and traditional systems of
transportation to increase social mobility among underserved populations
and effectively serve an additional 200,000 people in 10 years?

TRANSPORTATION EQUITY
COLUMBUS, OH

You could say there’s no getting around it: the
future of transportation is one of the most
essential question of our times. Rising costs of
living, traffic congestion, and carbon emissions
are forcing us to re-evaluate how we think about
transportation in the US. The United States
gave the world mass production of automobiles,
enabling a transportation revolution that has
touched every country. Now, advances in
technology and computing spur innovation in
autonomous vehicles and city design that can help
address traffic, safety, and mobility needs. In the
consumer market, the demand is growing for safer,
faster, door-to-door transport with only a few
clicks from a smartphone.

Communities are rethinking the American model
of transportation. Reliable access to effective
transportation impacts health outcomes and
access to good jobs. Designing around car use
produces urban and suburban sprawl, which
increases communities’ carbon footprints and
essentializes car ownership for the very people
who can’t afford it. As we consider the future of
transportation, we must consider how technology
impacts our mobility and design transportation
systems that create positive outcomes for
vulnerable communities.
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SOLUTION :

MOBILITY IS A BENEFIT, NOT A SCREENING QUESTION, WINNER
A policy that allocates a portion of the city budget
to a smart commute benefit for employees
disbursed through their employer. Subsidizes
public transportation passes and micro-transit

services. Requires employers to educate
employees on smart commute options and collect
anonymized data on employee transportation
trends.

Prepared by: Team Get It Done

WEEKEND LAB

Policy

1ST PLACE
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SOLUTION :

WEST EXPRESS - CORRIDOR OF OPPORTUNITY, WINNER
A pilot transportation program that provides
dedicated pop-up lanes on West Broad Street to
reduce travel time in key traffic corridors. Deploys
temporary cones to create dedicated lanes.

Measures impact on riders from underserved
communities and evaluates lane’s performance to
determine lane expansions in other parts of
the city.

Prepared by: The Sharks

WEEKEND LAB

Policy

2ND PLACE
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SOLUTION :

JANE’S RIDE, WINNER
A policy that requires senior-level transportation
professionals and policymakers to spend one-day
a week riding public transportation as a cultural
competency and professional development
requirement. Policy enacted for engineers, city

planners, COTA, and MORPC and elected officials
who set transportation budgets as a public
statement of accountability. Requires rides to
underserved transportation zones, feedback
mechanisms and deep dive reviews of findings.

Prepared by: The Jane and Richard Project

WEEKEND LAB

Policy

3RD PLACE
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SOLUTION :
GoZarr

A rideshare mobile application that connects mass
transit riders from underserved communities
to drivers who transport them the first-and-last
mile where there is no public transportation. The
applications’s geo-location based on public transit

routes and schedules so that customers can
schedule rides in advance. Allows 2,500 existing
Uber and Lyft drivers from other ridershare
services to earn extra income.

Prepared by: Charles E. Campbell

WEEKEND LAB

Technology

Business
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SOLUTION :

NEXT MILE COLUMBUS
A Franklin County first-and-last mile transportation
program that provides low-income residents
in high-poverty zip codes, who have limited or
no access to public transportation, with access
to alternative transportation. A multi-modal

trip planning mobile app deployed by county
transportation authorities. The county also
provides transportation subsidies to passengers
who use the program and opens access to transit
corridors that reduce time and costs for drivers.

Prepared by: Next Mile Columbus

WEEKEND LAB

Technology

Policy
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SOLUTION :
C-NEXT

COTA owned and operated circulator program
supplemented by micro-transit that connects
students in underserved communities to
post-secondary education. Provides affordable

transportation services funded and supported by
institutional partners. Targets more than 35,000
non-OSU students attending trade school, 2- year
and 4-year programs.

Prepared by: Team Elevate

WEEKEND LAB

Policy
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SOLUTION :

SINGLE-PARENT MOBILITY TRACK
A nonprofit car exchange program that allows
single mothers to rent cars, based on their income,
from inner city residents who trade their car for
multi-modal transit credits. Mothers get free
transportation from micro-transit providers to

mobility hubs in first-and-last mile areas where
they can rent cars and get access to other family
care services, including public transit. Residents
who can trade in their car can get up to the Kelley
Blue Book value of their car in transit credits.

Prepared by: The Equalizers

WEEKEND LAB

Community Program
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SOLUTION :
LOCALMOTION

A per trip fee and data sharing policy on
mobility as a service (MAAS) providers to create
sustainable funding that improves transportation
options for underserved residents. Funding will
support an app-based service that provides direct
transportation to neighborhood destinations

and first-and-last mile transit connections across
regional destinations. Raises $2M+ annually in
sustainable funding for public transportation
providers as well as increase access to cultural
and recreational resources. Enforces corporate
stewardship among MAAS providers.

Prepared by: Pitch Perfect

WEEKEND LAB

Technology

Policy
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SOLUTION :
EZ RIDE

A web application and service that provides a
directory of mobility services for the underserved
aging population of Franklin County and
automatically schedules transportation for them.
Call center operated by seniors for seniors where
they can call to learn about it mobility service

on the platform and schedule transportation for
their medical appointments. Run by a backend
algorithm that routes input schedules to the most
effective services for users needs. Tiered fee
schedule based on distance.

Prepared by: EZ Ride

WEEKEND LAB

Technology

Community Program
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PLANNING &
PROGRAMMING
COMMITTEE

Hon. Shannon G. Hardin, Columbus City Council President
Jordan Davis, Director of Smart Columbus at Columbus Partnership
Brandi Braun, Deputy Director of Innovation, the City of Columbus
Douglas Arseneault, Public Affair Administrator, Central Ohio Transit Authority
Christie Angel, President & CEO, Columbus YWCA
Courtney Falato, Smart Cities Relationship Manager, The Ohio State University
Joseph Clark, Commissioner, Create Columbus Commission
Josh Lapp, Chairman, Transit Columbus
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RECEPTION SPEAKERS
Orie Ward
Executive Director,
The Purple Aisle

Orie is the Executive Director of The Purple Aisle, a civic leadership accelerator that disrupts hyperpartisanship
and conducts rapid problem solving innovation labs for millennial elected officials, civic leaders, entrepreneurs and
other stakeholders.

Laura Koprowski
COTA

Laura serves on the executive leadership team at COTA as Vice President of Government Affairs, Marketing and
Communications. Laura and our team focus on creating a broader presence and stronger brand for COTA in the
community. Laura is the recipient of the 2016 John Bosley Leadership Award from the National Association of
Regional Councils, a graduate of Bowling Green State University and Ohio University, and a proud resident of
Grandview Heights.

Mike Stevens
CIO,
City of Columbus

Mike is the City of Columbus’ first chief innovation officer and leads the Smart City effort, overseeing the nine
innovative projects funded by USDOT. A Fischer and Glenn School graduate of The Ohio State University, Mike
previously served as deputy director of the Columbus Department of Development from 2007 to 2012. In 2017,
the city brought Mike back from Chicago where he was CEO of Lake County Partners, a nonprofit economicdevelopment organization. Most importantly, Mike serves on COTA’s Board of Trustees.

Ryan McManus
CEO,
SHARE

Ryan McManus is the Founder and CEO at SHARE, a Columbus-Based Microtransit startup building technology
for a world where everyone is a passenger. Ryan was the Entrepreneur in Residence at Smart Columbus in
2017 and is a frequent speaker at automotive and technology events. Ryan is a problem-solving entrepreneur
innovating at the intersection of connected cars and shared mobility.

Shannon Hardin
President,
Columbus City
Council

Shannon Hardin is the President of the Columbus City Council and previously chaired the City Council’s
Transportation Committee. Shannon is leading inclusive transportation strategy in the region and has been
intentional about pursuing best practices and transformative innovation policies for rapidly growing metropolitan
areas around the world.
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PANEL SPEAKERS
Justin Bibb
Head of Global
Cities Practice,
Gallup

Justin M. Bibb is a Senior Consultant at Gallup and is responsible for managing and growing the firm’s Global
Cities Practice. His client portfolio includes local governments, foundations and public-private partnerships. He
provides advisory services in the areas of smart cities, economic development and government service delivery
transformation. His work is grounded in Gallup’s global analytics, which tracks behavioral economic indicators in
more than 160 countries.

Jason Reece
Professor,
Ohio State
University School
of Architecture

Jason Reece is an assistant professor of city and regional planning at the Knowlton School. His research, teaching
and professional experience focuses on social equity in city planning, fair housing, health equity and asset-based
community development.

Nick Bankston
Project Manager
of Neighborhood
Transformation,
City of Columbus

Nick Bankston is the Director of Neighborhood Transformation for the City of Columbus. He has led the city’s
planning and community engagement effort for the One Linden plan. Additionally, Nick is the incoming President
of the Columbus Urban League Young Professionals.

Mike Bradley
Chief Development
Officer,
COTA

Mike Bradley is Chief Development Officer at the Central Ohio Transit Authority responsible for oversight and
implementation of COTA’s transit system, on-demand initiatives, major capital infrastructure projects, property
acquisitions and facilitating the overall capital program.

Reece has acted as an advisor and capacity builder to foundations, non-profits, community organizations and
government agencies. He has managed more than $10 million in research initiatives and contributed to more than
110 scholarly or technical publications.
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Aslyne Rodriguez
Co-Founder & CEO,
Empowerbus

Aslyne is the founder and CEO of EmpowerBus, a startup with the goal of “strengthening the roads to social
mobility by providing dignified, reliable and on-time transportation to and from employment, education and
healthcare opportunities. Prior to founding this transformative organization Aslyne was the COO of WELP,
Women of Economic Leadership and Development

Thea Walsh
Director of
Transportation
Systems,
MORPC

Thea Walsh leads the transportation planning efforts for both the agency’s Metropolitan Planning Organization
and the Rural Planning Organization. Her office is responsible for more than $60 million in capital support for
planned infrastructure and transit projects annually.

Terrance Woodbury
Senior Analyst,
Brillant Corners

Terrance is a Pollster at brilliant corners where he leads market research including polling and focus groups to
help clients achieve their objectives by providing data driven incite and strategies. Prior to joining brilliant corner
Terrace was a Research Associate at the Brookings Institution’s Global Cities Initiative.
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FIRESIDE CHAT
Aaron Schill
Director of
Data Mapping,
MORPC

Aaron Schill is the Director of Regional Data & Mapping at the Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission, where
he leads the agency’s work in data analytics, visualization, and GIS. His team supports the data and mapping
needs of the rest of the agency, MORPC’s 60+ member governments, and the broader Central Ohio region.
Prior to joining MORPC, Aaron has worked as a director of research and planner in the public, private, and
nonprofit sectors; specializing in multi-modal transportation planning.

Emmanuel Remy
Chair of the
Public Service &
Transportation
Committee,
Columbus City
Council

Councilmember Emmanuel V. Remy currently chairs the Economic Development, Environment and
Administration committees of the Columbus City Council. He was appointed to fill the unexpired term of
Columbus’ newly elected City Attorney on January 8, 2018. Emmanuel is a dedicated public servant and
committed to uplifting neighborhoods and residents throughout the Columbus community.

JUDGES

Christie Angel, President, YWCA
Shannon Hardin, President, Columbus City Council
Letty Schamp, Board Member, COTA
Matt Martin, Community Research and Grants Management Officer, Columbus Foundation
Ryan McManus, CEO, SHARE
Jordan Davis, Smart Cities Director, Columbus Partnership
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MENTORS

Justin Goodwin, Government Employee
Catherine Girves, Startup Executive
Maddy McIntyre, Community Program Leader, Manager or Director
Reed Walter, Startup Executive
J.M. Rayburn, Government Employee
Marc Conte, Community Program Leader, Manager or Director
Harvey Miller, Professor or Associate Professor
Nick Bankston, Government Employee
Charles Edwards, Government Employee
Elliott Doza, Government Employee
Terri L. Elder, Government Employee
Kent King, Government Employee
Aslyne Rodriguez, Startup Executive
Michael Corey, Community Program Leader, Manager or Director
Melinda Vonstein, Government Employee
Ronni Nimps, Government Employee
Dina Lopez, Government Employee
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PARTNERS

Columbus City Council
YWCA Columbus
Columbus Urban League YP
New Leaders Council
Columbus

Mobility Ambassador
Network
Action for Children
Empower Bus
Mid-Ohio Food Bank

Capitol Crossroads

United Way, Columbus

MORPC

Community Development
for All People

City of Columbus, Office
of Innovation
Columbus Chamber
of Commerce
Transportation Workforce
Union, Columbus
Central Ohio Workforce
Development Board

Create Columbus
Commission
Ohio State University
Yay Bikes
COTA
Smart Columbus

Brookings Metro Project
Designing Local
Capital Crossroads SID
Human Service Chamber
Warhol & Wall Street
The Kelley Company,
Columbus, OH
Experience Columbus
ULI Columbus
Lime
Bird
Transportation Research
Center
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THE

PURPLE VAULT

TH E PU RPLE VAU LT
The Purple Aisle collects the solutions developed in our labs and stores
them in our virtual vault. Our fellows collaborate with originators to
refine the solution and prepare models for early adoption. Adopters can
search our database for models based on specific issues and our early
adoption specialists help them create a customized 90-day action plan.
Periodically, The Purple Aisle opens its vault and showcases its models at public events for early
adopters and other stakeholders. Prospective early adopters can request access to our vault by
contacting our early adopter team.

EARLY ADOPTION
Early adoption is a commitment to take meaningful action toward the development or
implementation of a model during its early stages. This may include but not be limited to:
→→ Convening Stakeholders

→→ Piloting/ Testing

→→ Research & Development

→→ Publishing

→→ Enactment

→→ Integration with an Existing Solution

→→ Funding
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A model is a framework or set of tenants designed to address or resolved a specific challenge for a given target audience. Our models
designed and evaluated against 4 main criteria: (i.e. measurable impact, scalability, viability, relevance)

EARLY ADOPTION PROCESS
Solutions are published in
pitch books (print and digital)

Models are produced in
the lab

Purple Aisle connects each
adopters with community
innovators and civic leaders

Early adopters can search,
review and evaluate the
solutions they want to advance

Purple Aisle tracks, monitors
and supports adopter progress

The early adoption process is designed to improve access to viable models for policy, community programs and tech that can be localized and scaled.
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CONTACT
The Purple Aisle
1000 N. Alameda (#240)
Los Angeles, CA 90012
www.thepurpleaisle.org

SOCIAL MEDIA
@ThePurpleAisle

(323) 902 - 6200
info@thepurpleaisle.org

TEAM

BOARD OF ADVISORS

Orie D. Ward, Co-Founder & Executive Director | orie@thepurpleaisle.org
Brian Alexander, Co-Founder & Outreach | brian@thepurpleaisle.org
Darryn Harris, Co-Founder & Early Adopter Relations | darryn@thepurpleaisle.org
Terrance Woodbury, Co-Founder & Research |terrance@thepurpleaisle.org
Ross Hegtvedt, Lab Manager | ross@thepurpleaisle.org

Christopher Dunn, Client Success Executive, ADP
Cora Neuman, PhD, Director at PNOC Foundation
Jason Rockwell, VP & GM North America,
VeChain, Inc
Albert Sanders, Lead Global Policy Counsel,
Google Cloud

Melony Varnado, Marketing Coordinator | melony@thepurpleaisle.org

